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Abstract 
  
This paper presents an overview on the use of Augmented Reality (AR) Technology 
in Air Transport (AT). AR is a form of combining real and virtual content to improve 
the human perception of space and information, and has been around since the early 
90’s, but only recently has its use been recognized as efficient and practical. Since the 
early conception of this visualization technology it has had many positive crossings 
with training, manufacturing and general managing in almost every research field. 
Although it has not yet had a direct impact such as other similar advances, for 
example virtual reality, it is slowly becoming the next logical step in overcoming and 
improving performance issues in general training and human-computer interaction. 
This work classifies the advances of Augmented Reality in Air Transport field in five 
major categories: General Concepts; Design / Manufacturing / Assembly / 
Maintenance of Aircraft; Control Tower Operations; Flight Decision Making and 
Support; General Training. The overview shows a growing importance of Augmented 
Reality and also the potential of this technology in Air Transport field. The work also 
points out future AR-AT research possibilities and speculates over the integration of 
other high-end visualization technologies in Air Transport. 
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Introduction  
 
 Augmented Reality (AR), sometimes called Mixed Reality (MR), represents a 
visualization concept which composes real and virtual content in a continuous 
manner; adding new value to visual information and expanding human spatial 
perception. While AR is not recent, only in the last few years have practical 
applications been launched, this is due several major technological advances in 
computer hardware/software performance, mobile computing, cheaper tracking 
systems and low cost high resolution digital video capturing. Advances in AR can 
also be linked to better digital information treatment, storage, organization and access 
techniques. It is important to remember that AR does not have to be limited to graphic 
content; it can also augment audio through 3D directional sound, provide tactile 
response by using force-feedback controls or even olfactory perception. This work 
will focus on visual representation systems, as they are the most relevant for Air 
Transport (AT) research. 
 An AR experience can be achieved by using Head Mounted Displays (HMD) 
or a Virtual Window. Once the graphical device is chosen it is necessary to select the 
tracking system, this will make it possible to correctly align synthetic information 
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with the real world. There are innumerous tracking solutions available, but it is 
possible to superficially group them in three basic categories: sensors, feature and 
fusion. Sensor tracking is usually the most precise and can account for position and 
orientation data. In this category there are GPS, inertial sensors, digital compass, 
gyroscopes, magnetic field positioning and others. Visual or feature tracking is 
usually cheaper, but demands more computer power as it’s based on heavy processing 
algorithms. The visual system detects pre-defined symbols or features and can 
extrapolate the camera view point in real-time. The third system, fusion, is not exactly 
unique, but based on an combination of the other two, it is usually more reliable but 
produces variable precision as it combines or switches between systems. Tracking is a 
subject in constant development, as new research is published on common basis; it is 
key aspect in advanced/precise AR solutions. Figure 1 shows a basic representation of 
what AR is capable. More on AR systems will be presented further. 

 

 
Figure 1. Simplified schematic view of Augmented Reality process. The user gains an enhanced 

spatial perception and situation awareness. 
 
When evaluating AR technology and current AT human-computer interfaces, 

it is possible to see the right tool for a growing demand of better information access 
and control. AR deals with enhancing human perception of complex environmental 
information by significantly reducing the gap between “out of the context” 
graphs/data on a monitor, and complete situational awareness seen directly through 
human augmented vision. AR, as will be discussed in this overview, is already 
benefiting air traffic operators, pilots, aircraft design engineers and maintenance 
professionals. This work is divided in four main parts; the first part presents a short 
introduction to Augmented Reality; secondly a brief discussion over applied 
visualization technologies in air transport and related advances; next is presented a 
distribution of augmented reality works in the AT field; and last, a discussion over 
future advances in air transport visualization technologies with a emphasis on 
Augmented Reality.  

 

New Technologies and Augmented Reality  
 

There are many definitions for Augmented Reality, but from an Air Transport 
view, it can be said that it is a tool which enhances human perception of the 
surrounding environment, improving situational awareness. It extends the human 
capacity of associating complex data, or maybe, even abstract information, with the 
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real world, by directly augmenting the human visual perception. This augmentation is 
generally done by using special screens which overlay synthetic information over 
what users perceive as real. There are many ways to implement such a system, but 
there are certain common parameters which can be defined: projection/graphical 
equipment, tracking approach, type of presented information and control interface. 
Each of these parameters influences the overall AR quality, resolution and precision; a 
brief overview of each parameter is presented bellow. 

Basically AR applications can be divided in two major groups based on the 
visualization approach used: Head Mounted Displays (HMD) and Windows; both 
accept translucent or opaque usage. The difference between these two systems is how 
the user interacts and perceives information. The HMD is a more personal approach 
and brings the information closer to the eyes; they can be helmet-like or glasses-like 
and usually have stereoscopic capabilities for better depth perception. Unfortunately 
most HMD’s are not very comfortable and have limited field of view and resolution. 
Although some models do have higher visual angle ranges they still are large and 
clumsy for the inexperienced user. Even with all the heavy demand drawbacks, 
HMD’s are still used for applications which require higher immersion levels. As for 
translucent/transparent HMD’s, they can be found on some military research, 
although there are some commercial solutions available. Windows, on the other hand, 
have a more collaborative approach; depending on their size they can be personal or 
shared. This approach can be based on tablet computers, which provide a mobile 
solution or general display, such as a large LCD, which can be placed inside a work 
environment or be used as a remote observation solution. When these displays are 
transparent they can replace or augment normal windows. The transparent/translucent 
in windows approach limits collaborative information display possibilities as depth 
projection calculations are mostly based on the individual point-of-view. Figure 2 and 
Figure 3 presents schematic HMD and Window examples respectively. More on 
display technology can be found in the work of Milgram and Kishino (1994). An 
article released by Microvision (1998) and later by its creator Furness (2002), 
presented a display called Virtual Retinal Display which has been under development 
since the 80´s and still promises to overcome several limitations by current HMD´s. In 
more recent studies we can find the work of Sheng (2010) which presents a promising 
see-through head mounted display. 

 

 
Figure 2. Classic AR HMD application example. The user is wearing a head mounted display 
which shows an aircraft with status information, from, what could be, inside a control tower. 
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Figure 3. Classic AR window application example. The tablet pc screen serves as a window to an 

information augmented world. In this case, it shows information from a distant aircraft. 
 
 The choice of visualization equipment is only the beginning of an AR 
application, and partially directs further development. Since AR is also about 
displaying localized information based on the user’s position and field-of-view, the 
next step is called tracking. The tracking system choice should reflect the project 
needs for digital/real information alignment and composition, while some may not 
need precise spatial image registering; others might need an almost perfect 
information overlay. A tracking system can be based on a sensor as simple as a digital 
compass, a low resolution GPS or a crude potentiometer based system; but then, it 
could be extremely precise when based on gyroscopes, inertial sensors, magnetic 
sensors, accelerometers or Real Time Kinematic (RTK) satellite navigation. Tracking 
can also be achieved through digital image analysis done by computer vision 
algorithms that extrapolate viewpoint from symbol recognition. Tracking possibilities 
can be grouped in threes basic categories which are described below: 
 
Fiducial/Visual Marking: Visual Tracking is achieved by image capture and analysis 
through computer vision algorithms. A digital video device captures a frame and 
sends it to the computer memory, which then scans the frame looking for pre defined 
symbols also called fiducials. The application then receives current viewpoint 
coordinates and then is able to overlay the video with localized information. Visual 
tracking systems can use symbols, real objects and surfaces (also called natural 
markers), invisible light (such as infra-red or ultra-violet). The maximum precision 
and stability is not comparable to sensor tracking, but usually is sufficient for close 
range or small scale tracking. Visual tracking faces problems such as variable light 
and limited resolution threshold for symbol detection. Common examples of symbol 
tracking are bar codes, car plate identification, and facial identification. More 
elaborate markers can be seen on Figure 4. 
 

   
Figure 4. Left:Example of a large fiducial marker, with 3 unique square symbols, placed on 

container wall; Right: Intersense IS-1200 fiducial round symbols. 
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Sensors: are hardware devices which can determine position and/or orientation. They 
can have varying levels of precision and be based on a combination of hardware and 
software solutions. As said previously sensors can be as simple as a digital compass or 
have complex functionality such as a RTK. The most basic and low cost sensor 
solutions can be found integrated into many popular game controllers which usually 
have open source compatible interfaces for computers. These low cost sensors can be 
very useful for prototyping, but have very poor resolution when compared to 
commercial solutions. Sensors are mostly small in size and are easy to attach, they 
also have better overall performance, as they do not consume much processing power. 
This can be an important factor when developing mobile heavy duty AR applications. 
 

 
Figure 5. A lightweight stereo head mounted display with an attached precision IS-1200 vision-

inertial self- tracking system. 
 
Fusion: is an important tracking concept which consists on combining several 
software/hardware solutions and switching between them based on real-time 
precision/stability analysis. This solution is appropriate for variable scale navigation, 
for example: first, an application, uses a sensor system to determine the users position 
and orientation relative to a large object (for example: an aircraft or hangar), and as 
the user approaches the object the system switches to visual tracking, searching for 
pre-defined visual features. A commercial solution which uses fusion concepts is the 
IS-1200 from Intersense which tracks position and orientation through a combined 
visual and sensor approach. The sensor can lose visual tracking and still continue to 
approximate position changes through inertial sensors. Figure 5 shows an IS-1200 
mounted on lightweight HMD. 
 
 Another important aspect of AR application is the human-computer interface. 
It is safe to say interface and content run side by side, as one complements the other. 
Choices on interfaces and controls can help defining how information will be 
displayed and manipulated. Considering that to experience AR, let´s say, on a factory 
floor or maintenance workshop, you will need a visualization window or HMD, in this 
case a keyboard and mouse might not make intuitive mobile controls. The term that 
stands out is Wearable Computing, which defines the group of mobile functional 
interfaces and visualization hardware.  Mobile accessories consist of several devices 
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which include one hand keyboards, lightweight touchscreen tablets, Bluetooth remote 
controls, hand and body gesture, eye movement and precise voice recognition. The 
article by Richards (2009) points out that, although it may seem like science fiction, 
the newest control technology can read certain brain activity through special sensors 
and produce interactive responses, this technology can already be found on some toys 
and special computer joysticks. Mobile computer goes even further with remote high 
performance computing, where large amounts of data can be processed in powerful 
servers and streamed through fast wireless networks, in real time, to portable devices 
such as tablet pcs, smartphones or any number of low performance mobile devices. 
Stanford (2002) presents some of these solutions in commercial scenarios. 
 

   
Figure 6. Left: Tablet mobile touch screen computer; Right: Tablet being used in an outdoor 

Augmented Reality Application. 
 
 When information is displayed through an AR application, it is localized and 
limited by the field of view; this is the first filter when accessing a large visual 
database. A user only sees information about what is directly in his field of view. 
Even so, this could still be overwhelming, and most information is not relevant at all 
times. Maybe for small applications with few elements, this might not be a problem, 
but when proposing HMD display for flight information it is imperative to filter and 
display only relevant information. When overlaying digital information over the real 
world to augment our perception we can choose from a wide variety of formats. 
Basically we divide displayed information in two main categories: two or three 
dimensional. The information can completely overlay certain objects or have depth 
and spatially interact with real objects by visual occlusion. Usually, three dimensional 
(3D) information includes models, routes/trajectories or visual checkpoints, and are 
useful when depth is a relevant application aspect. Examples of three dimensional AR 
applications could be: Interactive assembly instructions of parts and components, 
Guiding systems and Comparative activities where the user must compare between 
expected and achieved results. Two dimensional (2D) informations can range from 
simple text to photography, blueprints, videos and graphs. Examples of 2D 
information in AR could be: aircraft specifications, status, controls, gauge readings 
and instructions. The graphical information layout fits in interface design and to 
function efficiently must take ergonomical issues into consideration. As it will be 
presented further on, the graphical symbols adopted on modern aircraft Heads-Up-
Display (HUD) have been the subject of many studies and advances, and share 
common discussions with Augmented Reality displays.  
 Figure 7 shows the process behind most AR applications and excludes only 
the capture of user input. The process starts basically with two parallel objectives, one 
for capturing video stream and another for tracking. All video streams must be at 
some moment captured and converted to digital format, so it may be processed and 
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later composed with digital information. Some low cost AR applications use simple 
webcams for video capturing, more sophisticated software use digital high frame rate 
and resolution cameras. Composing real and synthetic content can be based on a 3D 
real time rendering engine or simple image overlay. The more 3D elements displayed 
the more computer power will be required and a remote rendering unit might be 
necessary. Simple 3D elements can be processed and displayed on most modern 
smartphones. 
 

 
Figure 7. A Simplified Schematic of an Augmented Reality Application. 

 

Visualization Technologies and Air Transport Crossings: General Concepts 
 
 Before focusing on recent advances in Augmented Reality (AR) in Air 
Transport field, it is important to review some advances which helped shape current 
proposals and research. In a conceptual viewpoint, AR arrives as a new step in 
visualization technologies and in the last decade has had an almost parallel 
development alongside Virtual Reality (VR). When we look from Aerospace 
perspective, AR relates closely with Heads-Up-Display (HUD) used in military 
aircraft since the early 60’s and in commercial aircrafts since the 70’s. While HUD’s 
where limited in color, size and information volume, they carried the main AR 
concept: overlay relevant situational information directly to the user’s field of view. In 
the Air Transport industry, a good place to start tracing AR use is the electronic 
system integration and electromechanical instrument replacement which began in the 
70’s. This change resulted in the general reduction of the total volume of information 
generated by an aircraft. The glass cockpit reflects this new information layout more 
explicitly, by reducing the number of visible instruments to only what is relevant at 
each moment. This new optimization is possible due to liquid crystal displays (LCD) 
arranged strategically around the cockpit, these displays where also called multi 
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functional displays (MFD). Although LCD technology was not as mature as today, 
they still were considered for their efficiency, readability and reliability. Gucciardo 
(1994) mentions the replacement of monochrome plasma displays for flight inspection 
with color LCD, and how these new displays could present more information. The 
studies of Solz (1993) discussed how pilots could benefit from the MFD, and later 
Sweet (1995) points out the differences and difficulties between the transition from 
old electromechanical gauge system and the new displays with a wide range of 
automated controls. During the early 90’s the A320 aircraft produced by Airbus 
(2010) became reference in new technologies through its automated navigation 
system, Fly-by-wire technology and also by being the first All Glass cockpit. The 
automation aspect of several systems has also been matter of discussion and research, 
as the onboard computer can also make decisions and take action in a risk situation. 
This could result in an interest conflict in critical decision making between the pilot 
and the computer. Digitally displayed instruments and information open the door to 
whole new generation aircraft management and decision making, as these computer 
generated color graphics can be overlaid, compared, detailed or simplified to see the 
bigger picture. This also allows more contextualized status report, instead of 
observing plain numbers. 
 HUD’s were an important tool in reducing pilot Head Down Time (HDT, the 
ability to fly without having to inspect instruments), enhanced situational awareness, 
and, as mentioned previously, it relates closely to AR in its most efficient form: the 
transparent display. The more recent HUD has the ability to display localized 
information, not over a video feed, but over the natural human vision through a 
transparent display in front of the pilot. The more recent HUD displays are integrated 
directly on the pilots head gear and have sophisticated see-through capabilities, these 
systems once again cross the path with common HMD used in AR and VR 
applications. Studies on HUD’s include Dopping-Hepenstal (1981) which discusses 
problematic aspects of this device, focusing on choice of graphical information 
displayed and its timing. McKinley (2005) points out HUD’s as a significant safety 
improvement, which is expensive and used on mainly on military and large aircraft. 
The work Funabiki and Iijima (2007) compare attention capture time between 
instruments such as the HUD’s and Heads Down Display (HDD) and analyze how 
information amount affect pilot performance. More recent advances, such as the 
Synthetic Vision System (SVS), which helps navigation in poor visibility conditions, 
would nicely integrate with HUD’s, others tools, such as, Tunnels in the Sky (TIS) 
also assist the pilot in navigation issues. There is still much discussion on what 
information to show or not, or when to show it, in an overlay display.  
 An also important aspect of these glass cockpits and advanced HUD’s is the 
human-computer interface, as information display changes so must the way users 
access this information. A well ergonomically designed control can greatly improve 
decision making and reduce stress in taking action or performing routine repetitive 
activities. Today the new concepts in interface design use tangible and haptic 
approaches which strive to reduce the friction between human and computer response, 
making process seamless. Studies on interfaces for control towers, such as Miller 
(1996),  proposed interactive screens which could display integrated system 
information. In the early 90’s it was hard to imagine how display technology would 
unfold, but now, it is reasonable to say that future control systems will be based on 
interactive stereoscopic screens with good depth perception or maybe even 
holographic displays. Sometimes simple improvements, such as small ergonomic 
changes or digitalizing routine systems can make future transitions to AR solutions 
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much smoother. Doble and Hansman (2004) proposal for a digital Flight Progress 
Strip (FPS) system could be the foundation for an AR-FPS system. 

Instead of focusing exclusively on aerospace manufacturing visualization 
advances, it seemed more constructive to approach this subject in a general manner. 
Therefore through the following highlights it is possible to understand the growing 
interest and development of VR and AR advances. During the 90´s Ressler (1994) 
presents several industrial proposals and applications based on virtual and augmented 
reality technology, in his article he mentions Boeing´s AR assembly system. With 
handheld technology going beyond simple cell phones and monochrome handheld 
devices, Stanford (2002) discusses several industry wearable computing solutions. 
One topic that is recurrent in manufacturing process is the assembly of complex 
components, studies by Reinhart and Patron (2003) discuss the many benefits 
involved in complementing these tasks with augmented reality tools.  Day (2005) goes 
further and presents several relevant questions in practical AR usage in high precision 
industry and points out that this new technology can be useful even in the most 
demanding industrial activities. In Regenbrecht (2005) a series of interesting projects 
for automotive and aerospace industry are presented, the current limitations and status 
of AR development are discussed. Dangelmaier (2005) describes the importance of 
computer models and simulations in discrete manufacturing process, but remarks that 
to manipulate this information, in its native form, the user needs training and 
experience. His work also discusses how virtual and augmented reality tools come in, 
to smooth the surface of complex information interaction, so that most users can 
understand and interact with it. Safin (2010) points out the benefits of Mixed Reality 
applications in creative design in most fields.  

General AR applications are usually met with certain skepticism as they are 
mostly composed of clumsy hardware, which, although promising, do not seem very 
efficient or practical. Currently available software and tracking technologies are 
extremely efficient and live up to most developer’s expectations, but the mobile 
visualization hardware still needs to mature, especially if these tools are to be used on 
a regular basis on, for example, a factory floor. Conclusions in most industry directed 
studies point out the many benefits of Augmented and Virtual Reality in 
manufacturing, assembly and maintenance activities. When the virtual information is 
merged into the real world through tangible interfaces the gap between idea, design 
and execution is reduced, so that even untrained or unprepared personel can see and 
understand what they are visualizing.  

When it comes to practical applications, AR tools might still need a few more 
development steps, but when it comes to training and education they currently do the 
job. Many simulations, or learning games, can be implemented through Augmented 
Reality at reasonable low investments. Although high visual quality and perfect 
tracking do help, it is proven that training exercises do not need such elevated 
standards to reach significant results. Currently the area with highest publishing rate 
of AR in training and learning is medical sciences, in this case, Bowyer (2008) does a 
review of available technologies through a medical perspective. Studies in 
engineering are still behind. Lin (2002) presents knowledge modeling approach 
virtual reality training systems and uses very interesting prototype example based on 
familiarizing a user with a Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machine. Wasfy 
(2004) proposes a stereoscopic immersive training environment, box shaped, with 
several resources, such as, joysticks and speech recognition and a case study which 
consists of a wind tunnel training scenario. Rönkkö (2006) proposes a virtual system 
for training astronauts and an evaluation of visualization devices; interaction is 
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through sensor gloves, positioning sensors and image projection by large screen. Aoki 
(2007) also compares visualization devices for training navigation through complex 
3D architecture, such as a space station, it is also mentioned that this type of training 
helps problem solving scenarios and decision making, such as fire or smoke crisis. 
Vora (2002) compares VR aircraft inspection training proposal with an existing PC-
based solution, and a preference for the VR exercise is observed. The work of Martín-
Gutiérrez (2010) presents an interesting validation for a cost-effective AR spatial 
training tool directed to engineering students. The work Anastassova (2005) and 
Anastassova and Burkhardt (2009) proposes AR tools as aids in technical automotive 
training. Li (2009a) proposes Mixed Reality tools to help training in industrial 
assembly process. Dünser (2006) presents virtual and augmented reality tools to train 
spatial perception. The work of Banos (2002) shows virtual tools for treating flying 
phobias.  

Much of the material developed for virtual reality simulations can, most of the 
times, be adapted to function in augmented reality systems, since the basic 
visualization principals are the same. In all cases conclusions from AR studies have 
lead to positive feedback and acceptable validation results.  
 

Design, Manufacturing, Assembly and Maintenance of Aircraft 
 

A short review by Sims (1994) summarizes the work of Mizell (1994) at 
Boeing on the new manufacturing and assembly technologies in the aerospace 
industry, by presenting two sophisticated visualization approaches. The first would be 
the insertion o VR immersive environments to replace traditional aircraft mockups, 
and secondly the use of see-through AR displays to assist in complex assembly 
process.  

During the next few years several works where developed for integrating 
visualizations resources in aircraft design process, while hardware power limitations 
kept 3D applications trapped with optimized models and limited real-time information 
display, but the prospect for future applications seemed promising. Shaffer (1998) 
describes a multiparameter approach which, although limited, is considered beneficial 
to aircraft designers. Goel (1999) presents the VizCraft tools which allow the designer 
to experiment with aircraft parameters, compare configurations, visualize solutions 
and simulate outcomes. Once a project is based on strong design support tools such as 
immersive visualization environments with intuitive tangible controls and computer 
simulations, the next step is making good use of advanced high speed communication 
systems to deliver design and project information to decision makers wherever they 
might be. Collaborative design has been one of the most interesting performance 
proposals in large scale projects in the last decade. Needless to say that aircraft design 
has had its moments in the field collaborative design, as can be found on the work of 
Durstewitz (2002), where a sophisticated collaboration tool explores many of the key 
aspects of information sharing and combined development effort. The work presents a 
solution which can share 3D content between professionals scattered around the 
world, and allows real-time conferencing around this information.  

For practical applications of AR in the manufacturing and assembly process 
there are few documented works, but we can find conceptual basis for future works 
more general manufacturing approaches such as Reinhart and Patron (2003) and 
Dangelmaier et al. (2005). Also a recent work on AR and aircraft cabin assembly 
process can be found in the paper by Li (2009b). 
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As for maintenance AR studies in Aerospace field there is the work of Shu 
(2009) on immersive and non-immersive virtual aircraft maintenance modes 
comparison. The work of Zhao (2008) on maintenance guiding. The work of Gautier 
(2008) joins collaborative approach with aircraft maintenance. 

 

Control Tower Operations 
 

A general view of control tower shows it is an attention demanding and heavy 
information load environment. Usually tools which help to simplify, integrate and 
provide better and more reliable decision making are always well received. Miller et 
al. (1996) discusses problems and limitations in unintegrated air traffic systems and 
discusses the TCCC (Tower Control Computer Complex) which represents a 
significant integration leap. The work also points out how the analogical controls and 
data could be organized in a touch screen terminal. Augmented Reality applications 
rarely function exclusively as visualization systems. These AR solutions for control 
tower operations/air traffic management (ATM) reach their productive peak when 
integrated with other tangible interfaces, such as, voice controls, touch screens, 
stereoscopic visualization and others. The work of Reisman and Ellis (2003) clearly 
points out the AR potential of as an control support tool even with limited field of 
view display. Later Reisman and Ellis (2004) also presented a poster on 3D ATM 
technologies proposals, and mentions the work of  Johnson (1999), a extension of 3D 
ATM data to the aircraft cockpit. The article by Ruffner (2004), and later Ruffner and 
Fulbrook (2007), proposes a near eye display to reduce look-down time in control 
tower and assist in visual airfield operations. Reisman and Ellis (2005) continued 
studies in AR use in ATC decision support made progress in integration and field 
testing, but, at the time, was still far from operational certification, although 
wearable/mobile features had several improvements. Schmidt (2006) presents an 
interesting study on remote tower operation (RTO) through a high resolution video 
system; the article describes a system to manage through AR airport areas which are 
not visible from the tower. Tavanti (2007) describes tower activities, discusses head 
down (HDT)/head up time (HUT) stress, information integration/fragmentation 
difficulties and proposes several AR based solutions for common tower operations. 
More HUT and HDT load analysis with a proposed AR solution can also be found in 
the work of Pinska and Tijus (2009). The most recent article of Fürstenau (2009) 
continues the RTO research and presents field testing results, also discussing the 
towerless work environment proposal. 

The control environment has a recurrent subject, which is the operator head 
down time (HDT). This activity seems to be a major concern in ATC/ATM as the 
operator needs to maintain constant visual contact with undergoing traffic, needless to 
say AR has much to contribute and enhance in this sector. Also, when discussing the 
future of air traffic control Langan-Fox (2009) does an extensive overview of human-
automation, which can be defined as the constant presence of non-human element in 
teams. It is not unreasonable to imagine that these non-human operators and 
immersive visualization systems will join at some point, improving overall 
ATC/ATM decision making and overall human stress. 
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Flight Decision Making and Support 
 

As we discuss and point out major technological improvements in flight 
decision making and support; and separate AR crossings with this area, it is important 
to mention that practically any work on flight visualization system would be, in some 
level, linked to the flight management system (FMS). This system, which provides 
high load of information, is a critical aircraft element, and more detailed FMS 
evolution information can be found in the work of Liden (1994) and Uczekaj (1995).  
 The work of Haas (1995) discusses the study of multi-sensory virtually-
augmented cockpit for air-to-air combat and fusion interfaces. It overviews several 
interface aspects and points out the need for new cockpit design for next generation 
sensors and weapons. 
 Foxlin (2004)  presents a cockpit head tracking system using special 
optical/inertial devices which could function under extreme conditions with 
acceptable accuracy. A stable and accurate head tracking within the cockpit can 
greatly improve the ability to present and overlay real time situational information 
over the pilot’s normal vision, this reduces head down time, enhances spatial 
perception and improves general decision making. Although it is not necessary to 
present visually aligned information to reduce HDT or raise situational awareness, 
this visual cohesion between synthetic/virtual and real elements has proven in many 
occasions to truly expand overall environment insight. More recent research on head 
sensor tracking and sensor fusion can be found in the work of Bin (2009). 
 Molineros (2004) outlines a work AR for improved situational awareness in 
runways and taxiways. This work presents another useful approach in AR-Pilot tools 
with runway feature tracking and Infra-sensor for obstacle detection. 

There are many layers of relevant information to be displayed on flight 
directly in the pilots field of view; choosing and displaying the right information at 
the right time has been a challenge since the use of analog instruments to glass 
cockpits, and now in AR displays. An AR system could display flight path, weather 
data, wind currents, other aircraft, optimal fuel consumption solutions, 3D/2D maps 
and general FMS data. With the proper tracking systems, displaying technology and 
information database the question rests over what to display and when. Aragon (2004) 
has produced a work on displaying hazardous airflow, which is naturally invisible to 
the human eye, through an AR display for helicopter pilots, with the objective to 
reduce airflow aircraft accidents. Later Aragon and Hearst (2005) present realistic 
simulator test results considering air hazard problem, and discusses the design of a 
visual hazard indication system. 

The work of Koeda (2004) presents an AR annotation system for piloting a 
unmanned helicopter through an omnidirectional camera. Helicopters are considered a 
remote control challenge and required immediate real-time environmental perception, 
as piloting decisions have to be made constantly, although some advanced helicopters 
have autopilot functions. The proposed solution brings out interesting discussions, 
such as remote cockpits, RPV/UAS (Remotely Piloted Vehicle/Unmanned Aircraft 
System) and how systems which already have remote video feed can benefit from 
visual augmentation. Also in the helicopter realm it is worth to mention that in 2007 a  
SVS, already found in some glass cockpit aircraft, was approved by the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) the Bell 427 (twin-engine civil utility helicopter), the 
system relates closely to AR and could be integrated with a HUD.  
 Nojima and Kajimoto (2008) proposed an experimental and very interesting 
information display system for small propeller aircraft: Retro-reflective Projection 
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Technology (RPT). Although based on AR principals, the system does not use a HUD 
or window display inside the cockpit, instead, it projects information directly on the 
propeller itself. The work does point out poor visibility under strong sunlight due to 
projector brightness limitations, but seems to present good results in cloudy weather 
conditions. 
 

General Training 
 
 Simulation and training are common tools in the aerospace industry, and are 
used in many levels of complexity to prepare professionals for high responsibility 
decision making. General training examples with VR can be found on many flight 
simulators; frequently used to prepare pilots for real world problems, although 
relevant training expands beyond just piloting. Training scenarios could range from 
part assembly, aircraft inspection, navigation, tool familiarization, strategy, 
management, crisis simulation, general human resources and many others. All human 
activities which could compromise system safety, improve performance or reduce 
human error in air transport are worth training and/or simulating.  
 Preparing professionals to deal with air transport day-to-day routine is not 
easy; most of the knowledge and efficiency comes from years of field experience. 
This passage of experience between a senior and novice professional is a demanding 
task and on the field learning/training could lead to mistakes. Duchowski (2001) uses 
a 3D eye movement analysis approach to improve training in air maintenance, 
although it is not a direct implementation of AR this eye recording could be the basis 
considered for an eye inspection AR system.  Haritos and Macchiarella (2005) 
propose an AR maintenance system which guides the novice professional; the work 
also remarks how a fast access to visual maintenance information, instead of 
consulting printed content, through an AR system could reduce the learning curve. 
Yong-jun (2008a) proposes a cockpit intelligent AR system which tracks the learners 
view point and displays relevant teaching information through HMD. Also Yong-jun 
(2008b) proposes an stereo vision landing training in aircraft carrier, although not a 
AR proposal, it uses stereo concept to enhance perception and thus improve training. 
Macchiarella and Vincenzi (2004) present a comparison between several learning 
approaches where interactive AR and plain AR presentation are part of the training 
exercises. 
 The use of VR and AR for training and simulation is not new, as presented in 
earlier discussions; but applied AR training systems research in the air transport 
industry is still small and needs some maturing. The fact that general equipment, such 
as HMD’s, LCD’s and mobile computers can be found at reasonably low cost will 
certainly improve possible application scope. 
 

Possible Ramifications of AR Technology 
 

The future applications of Augmented Reality in Air Transport are promising. 
New lightweight systems, powerful mobile computers and precise tracking systems 
are more accessible and are becoming commonplace in our society. As researches 
explore the feasibility and validation of these systems the visualization technology 
keeps advancing.  
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Augmented Reality inside the aircraft cockpit is probably the next logical step 
in situational awareness, information display, control and decision making; after the 
glass cockpit revolution. In flight we probably can expect advanced translucent 
displays which through intelligent computers select and display situational 
information relevant to each decision making activity. These displays could be 
HMD’s, HUD’s or even some new holographic system linked to panoramic cameras 
outside the aircraft. An important step could certainly be in providing depth 
visualization through stereoscopic display, which can already be found in some high 
end television sets, without the need of special polarized glasses. It certainly is helpful 
to see environment information such as air flow projected directly over the flight path; 
while onboard computer predicts possible trajectory adjustments based on real time 
simulations of external conditions, and even future conditions. As for controls and 
information access there is a whole new breed of tangible and haptic interfaces to 
choose from; controls could be composed multi- touch screens with depth display for 
viewing 3D content, gesture control or even voice control. Once information is 
displayed digitally the user could arrange cockpit environment to improve his 
individual performance or have varied configurations for each situation. The new 
controls and on flight visualization will also provide greater control for larger and 
more sophisticated aircraft. A new set of tools which augment pilot situational 
awareness, improve aircraft control and a fluid dialog between onboard computers for 
precise well founded decision making. Some of these advances are already being 
experimented with some 5th generation fighter jets. 

When looking from the ATC/ATM/Control Tower point of view we can 
expect interactive view screens, integrated information systems and full AR view 
systems for air traffic management. The remote tower system also seems like a 
possible solution for larger more complex control centers, dynamic information 
exchange and collaborative decision making. What is also possible is the better 
integration between aircraft and tower systems, giving the pilot better air traffic status 
and the operator direct aircraft information. With new high resolution video streams 
and AR, the operator could participate in major activities without the need to 
physically be ATC/ATM center. There is also much progress to be made in this field 
to reduce air traffic professional stress and fatigue, by reducing movement between 
systems and bringing a more complete picture of air traffic status.  

For training, AR allows the user to see information on the field and 
experiment simulated scenarios with real equipment. The user can see how to 
assemble parts, perform inspection or operate complex tools in a composed immersive 
solution or as a reference while practicing or improving personal skills. 

But, how far can AR system advance before some new visualization approach 
will be needed? Intelligent visualization will be part of greater more sophisticated 
management system; helping to reflect current status of all systems, make available 
different points of view and propose solutions for problem resolution, functioning as a 
non-human member of the team. Augmented Reality is only one of the many 
approaches to improve human perception by combining the environment, as we see it, 
with digital sensor data, historical data, simulated scenarios and collaborative input.  
 

Conclusion 
 
 This work has provides an overview several of recent researches regarding 
visualization and augmented reality advances in air transport. Unfortunately not all air 
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transport fields have had an equal AR research attention over the years, and this 
leaves many unexplored subjects concerning AR and AT. Even so, there have been 
major breakthroughs in VR studies, which could mostly be migrated into the AR 
concept/platform. Some areas, such ATC/ATM and Cockpit Visualization, clearly 
have more elaborate AR discussions. A few projects have even been certified and 
used on the field; one example could be the SVS. AR still faces discussions in how to 
visually organize information and this brings up several complex design, ergonomic 
and psychological issues which have not been explored from an Air Transport point of 
view. Although AR has much application potential, the hardware is still not 
completely reliable, which transforms its entrance into air transport uneven, as 
reliability is a key issue. If we go back about 40 years will see the work of Ashby 
(1970) which focuses his predictions in the United States of America. It is interesting 
to compare how air transport development turned out; did the system grow as 
predicted? Did new technologies come into place? Where the major expected 
problems solved? And what do we expect from future development? And new 
visualization technologies where integrated into the air transport field? 
 

Abbreviation Reference 
 

• FPS – Flight Progress Strips 
• FMS – Fligh Management System 
• SVS - Synthetic Vision System 
• FAA – Federal Aviation Association 
• PFD - Primary Flight Display 
• SA - Situation Awareness (Team SA) 
• TIS - Tunnel-in-the-Sky 
• RPV/UAS – Remotly Piloted Vehicle/Unmanned Aircraft System 
• HUD – Heads Up Display 
• HDD – Heads Down Display 
• HDT – Head Down Time 
• HUT – Head Up Time 
• ATC – Air Traffic Control 
• ATM – Air Traffic Management 
• Flight-by-Wire - Computer Controlled Flight 
• MFD - Multi Functional Display 
• LCD – Liquid Crystal Display 
• AR – Augmented Reality 
• VR – Virtual Reality 
• MR – Mixed Reality 
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